Cooperative communication can achieve spatial diversity gains, and consequently combats signal fading due to multipath propagation in wireless networks powerfully. A novel complex field network-coded cooperation (CFNCC) scheme based on multi-user detection for the multiple unicast transmission is proposed. Theoretic analysis and simulation results demonstrate that, compared with the conventional cooperation (CC) scheme and network-coded cooperation (NCC) scheme, CFNCC would obtain higher network throughput and consumes less time slots. Moreover, a further investigation is made for the symbol error probability (SEP) performance of CFNCC scheme, and SEPs of CFNCC scheme are compared with those of NCC scheme in various scenarios for different signal to noise ratio (SNR) values.
Introduction
Spatial diversity is well known as one of the most effective ways to combat fading in wireless channels. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) can implement spatial diversity, but requires multiple antennas to be placed sufficiently far apart [1] , which may be problematic for size-limited mobile terminals and impractical. The cooperative communication is an alternative approach proposed to provide spatial diversity [2] . So far, various protocols for cooperative communication were proposed [3] [4] [5] . It is well known that, in all these conventional cooperation protocols, a relay can only help one single source-destination pair at a certain time instance.
The idea of network coding was first proposed to enhance the capacity of the noiseless wired network [6] . Since the broadcast nature of the wireless medium allows a relay to overhear data from multiple sources for free, integrating the concept of network coding in cooperative communication has attracted much research attention. Joint network-channel coding schemes based on turbo codes and low density parity check (LDPC) codes were proposed for the multiple-access relay channels respectively [7, 8] . The diversity gain offered by implementing network coding is investigated over wireless communication networks containing the distributed antenna system as well as the multi-user cooperation [9] . In consideration of the conventional cooperation (CC) which allows the relay to simply process and forward what the relay has heard, network-coded cooperation endows network coding capability with the relay [10, 11] . Then an opportunistic network coded cooperation scheme suitable for multiple unicast transmission pairs in a single-cell wireless network was proposed in [12] .
Due to the effect of interference in wireless networks, all the relays and destination nodes cannot receive several signals at the same time. Through mapping the superposition of electromagnetic signals to simple Galois field (GF) additions of digital bit streams, physical-layer network coding (PNC) can achieve information exchange between two sources in two time slots [13, 14] . To further improve the network throughput, the complex field network coding approach was introduced recently in [15, 16] , which entailed symbol-level operations at the physical layer, and offered a better fit than the GF network coding.
Considering that the complex field network coding is only studied in the simple scenario of multiple sources transmitting to a common destination [15, 16] , a novel complex field network-coded cooperation (CFNCC) approach that is suitable for multiple source-destination node pairs is proposed in this paper. Specifically, for a cooperative network with two source-destination node pairs and one common relay, each source sends data to its destination simultaneously in the first time slot. And in the next time slot, the relay encodes two source data which are received by complex field network coding, and sends the coded data to destination nodes. Based on the data received from sources and the relay in two time slots, the joint maximum likelihood (ML) detection is used at the destinations to obtain the source data.
Then we further generalize the cooperation scheme into N source-destination node pairs. The source node can multiply its signal with the agreed coefficient drawn from the complex field. The relay can receive multiple source information simultaneously and then encodes the source information with complex field network coding. After two time slots, according to the data received from sources and the relay, the destination node would adopt the ML multi-user detection to achieve the source data.
Theoretic analysis and simulation results demonstrate that, compared with CC scheme and network-coded cooperation (NCC), CFNCC can achieve higher network throughput, and consumes less time slots. Moreover, CFNCC scheme can implement full diversity to obtain the same diversity gain of order two as CC and NCC, while the symbol error probability (SEP) of CFNCC-based cooperative networks grows as the source-destination number N increases, with the coding gain becoming smaller.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the CFNCC scheme for network with two source-destination pairs. In Section 3, we generalize the CFNCC scheme to the cooperative network with N source-destination nodes. Then Section 4 analyzes the performance of CFNCC scheme, including network throughput, diversity gain, and the SEP performance. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
CFNCC for network with two source-destination nodes
Consider the wireless relay network with two sourcedestination pairs, which is depicted in Fig. 1 . With a single antenna per node, source s 1 (s 2 ) needs to send symbol x 1 (x 2 ) to destination node d 1 (d 2 ), and when s 1 (s 2 ) transmits symbol
and relay r overhear x 1 (x 2 ). In the CC scheme, to avoid interference, sources s 1 and s 2 transmit information over time division multiple access as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In time slot 1, s 1 sends symbol x 1 to d 1 , meanwhile relay r hears x 1 . After detect- It can be seen that CC scheme needs 4 time slots to complete the cooperation process, and the network throughput of CC is 1/4 symbol per source per time slot (sym/S/TS). Furthermore, for CC scheme, each destination can obtain the corresponding data from two independent paths and achieve the diversity gain of order two. 
.
Fig. 2 Time-division channel allocation for network with two source-destination nodes
The NCC scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . During time slot 1, source s 1 sends symbol x 1 to destination node d 1 , and relay r and destination node d 2 receive x 1 . The operation in time slot 2 is similar as that in time slot 1. In time slot 2, s 2 transmits x 2 to d 2 , and relay r and d 1 overhear x 2 . After detecting x 1 and x 2 during the first two time slots, r relays the GF coded symbolx 1 ⊕x 2 to destination nodes d 1 and d 2 in time slot 3. Then d 1 achieves a copy of x 1 byx 1 =x 2 ⊕(x 1 ⊕x 2 ) obtained from the GF sum of the received symbols during time slots 2 and 3. Considering d 1 has received a copy of x 1 in time slot 1, two copies of x 1 are obtained at d 1 . Likewise, d 2 would receive two copies of x 2 after 3 time slots, and therefore the NCC scheme can achieve the same diversity order of two as CC. Since NCC scheme only requires 3 time slots to complete information transmission, the throughput of NCC scheme is 1/3 sym/S/TS.
Next, we introduce the CFNCC scheme based on the multi-user detection which further improves the information transmission rate and network throughput, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . In time slot 1, sources s 1 and s 2 transmit signals θ 1 x 1 and θ 2 x 2 simultaneously, where the agreed coefficients θ 1 and θ 2 are chosen from complex field [17] [18] [19] . Thereby, in time slot 1, relay r and destination nodes d 1 and d 2 receive symbols
where h ij ∼ CN(0, σ 2 ij ) denotes the channel fading coefficient and n ij ∼ CN(0, N 0 ) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Adopting the ML detection, relay r yields
In time slot 2, r forwards the demodulated symbols to destination nodes d 1 and d 2 with scaled power coefficient α to obtain
Adopting the ML multi-user detection, destination nodes d 1 and d 2 using the data from the two time slots yields
In the CFNCC scheme, d 1 (d 2 ) can obtain two copies of x 1 (x 2 ) from two independence paths, and the diversity of order two can be collected as CC and NCC schemes. Since each symbol is transmitted per source over two time slots, the symbol rate is 1/2 sym/S/TS.
CFNCC for network with N sourcedestination nodes
In this section, we generalize the CFNCC scheme for a single-cell size network composed of N sourcedestination node pairs
First, we discuss the exact time-division channel allocation of CC in Fig. 3 (a) .
(i) , we adopt the one designed in [11] . For CC scheme in network involving N source-destination pairs, destination node d i (i = 1, . . . , N) can obtain its corresponding data x i from two independence paths, and the diversity gain of order two can be achieved. Since each symbol is transmitted per source over 2N time slots, the symbol rate is 1/2N sym/S/TS. Next, we describe NCC scheme for network involving N source-destination nodes. The operation of NCC includes two phases: direct transmission phase (DTP) and network coding and forwarding phase (NCFP), as shown in Fig. 3(b) . During DTP, source s i (i = 1, . . . , N) transmits its own symbol x i directly to its destination node d i , and relay r and destination node node d j (j = i) hear x i . During NCFP, relay r xors the symbolx 1 , . . . ,x N detected during DTP, and forwards the GF network-coded symbol x 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕x N to each destination. Here relay r is selected according to the criterion in [4] . According to the sym-bol x j (j = i) received and the network-coded symbol x 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕x N , d i can obtain another copy of x i . Therefore NCC can achieve the same diversity order of two as CC. Since NCC requires N + 1 time slots for each source to transmit its symbol, the network throughput is 1/(N + 1) sym/S/TS. The CFNCC scheme in network which is composed of N source-destination pairs is illustrated in Fig. 3 (c) 
where
. Adopting the ML multi-user detection, relay r achieves the N × 1 symbol vector
In time slot 2, r forwards the complex field networkcoded symbol θ
The ML detector at destination d i based on the data received in time slots 1 and 2 yieldŝ
Hence for the CFNCC scheme, over two successive time slots, symbols from N sources arrive at the destination d i (i = 1, . . . , N) along with an extra copy obtained from relay r. Then the diversity of order two can be collected as CC and NCC in cooperative network with N sourcedestination node pairs. Since each symbol is transmitted per source over two time slots, the symbol rate is 1/2 sym/S/TS as that in network with two source-destination pairs.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we first theoretically analyze the network throughput and diversity gain of CFNCC scheme to show that the CFNCC has superiority to NCC and CC on transmission rate. Then we further consider the SEP performance of CFNCC scheme, and compare SEPs of CFNCC scheme with those of NCC scheme in various scenarios for different signal to noise ratio (SNR) values.
Network throughput and diversity gain
In cooperative network involving N source-destination pairs, we illustrate the network throughput and diversity gain performance of CC. During time slot 2i − 1 (1 i N ), source s i transmits symbol x i to destination node d i , and relay r (i) overhears x i . After detecting x i asx i , r (i) relaysx i to d i in time slot 2i. Thus 2N time slots are required for each source to send one symbol to its corresponding destination. Since each symbol is transmitted per source over 2N time slots, the symbol rate is 1/2N sym/S/TS. Meanwhile, it can be observed that each destination node d i would receive two copies of symbol x i from two independence paths, and full diversity gain of order two can be achieved.
For NCC scheme, source s i (i = 1, . . . , N) transmits its own symbol x i directly to its destination node d i during DTP. In NCFP, relay r xors the symbolx 1 , . . . ,x N detected during DTP, and forwards the GF network-coded symbolx 1 ⊕· · ·⊕x N to each destination. According to the symbol x j (j = i) received and the network-coded symbol x 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕x N , d i can obtain another copy of x i . Therefore NCC can achieve the same diversity order of two as CC. Since NCC requires N +1 time slots for each source to transmit its symbol, the network throughput is 1/(N + 1) sym/S/TS.
Next we discuss the network throughput and diversity gain performance of CFNCC which is shown as follows.
Lemma 1
The wireless cooperative network which is composed of N source-destination node pairs with CFNCC can achieve network throughput 1/2 sym/S/TS and full diversity of order two with the ML multi-user detection.
The throughput claimed in Lemma 1 has been argued in Section 3. Since for the CFNCC scheme, each symbol is transmitted per source over two time slots, the symbol rate is 1/2 sym/S/TS. Thus the network throughput is 1/2 sym/S/TS.
Next we prove the diversity gain through analyzing the detailed operation of CFNCC scheme. In time slot 1, adopting the ML multi-user detection, each destination node d i (i = 1, . . . , N) achieves the corresponding source symbol x i , and the diversity gain of order one is obtained.
Meanwhile, relay r receives y sr = θ T H sr x + n sr in time slot 1, and yields N × 1 symbol vectorx r = arg min x∈Ax
T by the ML detection. In time slot 2, r forwards the complex field network-coded symbol θ Tx r to each destination. According to the data received in time slots 1 and 2, the ML detector at d i (i = 1, . . . , N) obtains the second copy of its corresponding source symbol x i .
Considering the whole transmission process, it is easy to obtain that adopting the ML multi-user detection, the cooperative network involving N source-destination pairs with CFNCC can achieve full diversity of order two.
According to the theoretic analysis above, CFNCC scheme is effective, and compared with CC and NCC schemes, CFNCC can receive higher network throughput of 1/2 sym/S/TS, and consumes less time slots. Moreover, CFNCC scheme can implement full diversity to obtain the same diversity gain of order two as CC and NCC schemes.
Symbol error probability
In CFNCC scheme, destination nodes use the ML multiuser detection to obtain source symbols, and SEPs are compared in various scenarios for practical SNR values. For each source-destination node pair, we set the relay r equidistant from the source and the destination, and the average SNRs (γ sr ,γ rd ,γ sd ) for the corresponding fading channels are set to be equal. Since the average SEP exhibits decreasing coding gain as the constellation size increases [15, 16] , and full diversity is always achieved for sufficiently high SNR, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) is used in our simulations.
By analyzing the information transmission process of the CFNCC scheme, the source nodes and the relay map the N BPSK constellations to one larger constellation of destination node d i (i = 1, . . . , N) respectively. For the BPSK modulation is used in sources and relay nodes, there exist 2N signal points in the corresponding constellation of d i , denoted as {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s 2N }.
After two time slots, destination node d i receives
Adopting the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) detection with the minimum error decision probability, the SEP can be commutated by
where e denotes the error decision of destination node d i . With equal prior probability P (s 1 ), P (s 2 ), . . ., P (s 2N ), the MAP detection is simplified to the ML detection. Then SEP = 1/2N(P (e|s 1 ) + P (e|s 2 ) + · · · + P (e|s 2N )) = P (e|s 1 ) since all the signal points are symmetric.
Further, the error probability P (e|s 1 ) can be calculated by listing all the error events as follows:
Considering s j (j = 2, 3, . . . , 2N ) is a signal point in the constellation of destination, and n sdi ∼ CN(0, N 0 ) and n rdi ∼ CN(0, N 0 ) are AWGN, s j obeys Gaussian distribution, and its conditional probability density function is
By logarithm (base e) of P (s j |s 1 )
(18) For s 1 values, maximizing ln P (s j |s 1 ) makes the Euclidean distance between s j and s 1 minimum.
From (17) and (18), it can be seen that SEP = P (e|s 1 ) is dominated by the minimum Euclidean distance d min of signal points in the constellation of destination, and the SEP grows as the minimum Euclidean distance d min decreases. In cooperative networks with N sourcedestination node pairs, the minimum Euclidean distance d min becomes smaller as N increases, and induces that the SEP grows simultaneously.
For the NCC scheme, source s i (i = 1, . . . , N) transmits its symbol x i directly to its destination node d i in time slot i, and relay r and destination node d j (j = i) hear x i . After N time slots, relay r has detected N source symbolsx 1 , . . . ,x N , and forwards the GF network-coded symbolx 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕x N to each destination in time slot N +1. According to the received symbol x j (j = i) and the network-coded symbolx 1 ⊕· · ·⊕x N , d i can obtain another copy of symbol x i . In cooperative networks involving N source-destination node pairs, the probability that relay r and destination nodes receive N source symbols correctly becomes smaller as N increases, and the SEP grows accordingly.
Next, we compare theoretically the SEP of the NCC scheme with that of the CFNCC scheme. During DTP of the NCC scheme, relay r and destinations detect solely one source symbol in each time slot. However, in the CFNCC scheme, relay r and destinations achieve the symbols y sr = θ T H sr x + n sr and y sdi = θ T H sdi x + n sdi during the first time slot, where the symbol vector x contains the N source symbols x 1 , . . . , x N . Then the probability that relay r and destinations receive all source symbols correctly in CFNCC scheme is lower than that in NCC scheme, and the SEP of CFNCC scheme is larger than that of NCC scheme. However, CFNCC scheme requires merely 2 time slots for each source to transmit its symbol, and the network throughput is 1/2 sym/S/TS, which is much larger than that of NCC scheme as 1/(N + 1) sym/S/TS. In other words, the CFNCC scheme exchanges a little degradation of SEP performance for much improvement of network throughput and the information transmission rate.
In the following, we adopt C++ program to simulate the NCC scheme and the CFNCC scheme. show the test results of SEP comparison for cooperative networks with the NCC scheme and the CFNCC scheme. The simulation results illustrate that in cooperative networks involving N source-destination node pairs, the SEPs of NCC and CFNCC schemes grow as N increases, while the coding gains become smaller, which verifies the theoretic analysis mentioned above. Comparisons in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate that the SEP of the CFNCC scheme is slightly larger than that of the NCC scheme with the same average SNR, which accords with the SEP comparisons between NCC and CFNCC schemes in theory.
Conclusions
For cooperative network involving N source-destination pairs, a novel CFNCC scheme is proposed in this paper, which endows complex field network coding capability with the relay. Specifically, each source sends data to its destination simultaneously in the first time slot. The relay can receive multiple source information at one time and then encodes the source data with complex field network coding. After two time slots, according to the data received from sources and the relay, destinations can adopt the ML multi-user detection to achieve the source data.
Theoretic analysis and simulation results demonstrate that, compared with CC and NCC schemes, the CFNCC scheme can obtain higher network throughput, and consumes less time resource. Moreover, the CFNCC scheme can implement full diversity to obtain the same diversity gain of order two as CC and NCC. Finally, we get the SEP performance of the CFNCC scheme, and compare SEPs of CFNCC scheme with those of NCC scheme in various scenarios for practical SNR values.
